TriangleSCI 2017
Highlights from the Scholarly Communication Institute in November 2017 - see trianglesci.org and #TriangleSCI for more info

Only a few weeks to go before the start of SCI 2017! Follow along at #TriangleSCI and see trianglesci.org for more info. pic.twitter.com/sRw4QifUA

Teresa Schultz
@tschultz0
Getting really excited about this! twitter.com/TriangleSCI/at...

Lucy Montgomery
@LucyMontgomery_
An amazing program. Good luck to this year’s @TriangleSCI fellows! twitter.com/TriangleSCI/at...

Donna Lanclos
@DonnaLanclos
I love this theme so much. Looking forward to following along with #TriangleSCI from afar. twitter.com/TriangleSCI/at...

Anneli Sundin
@anneli_sundin
Very excited to be crossing the Atlantic for #TriangleSCI in only a few days now! scicomm #storytelling #forskum twitter.com/TriangleSCI/at...

HuMetricsHSS
@HuMetricsHSS
We got our start at last year’s @TriangleSCI. It was a path-altering experience for many of us. Couldn’t be more grateful! twitter.com/trianglesci/at...
In today’s @scholarlykitchen, @kawalif takes on our @HypoMetricsHSS initiative, born this time last year @TriangleSCI: scholarlykitchen.ssnet.org/2017/11/02/met...

Twitter list of #TriangleSCI 2017 participants is here: twitter.com/TriangleSCI/l... It’s going to be busy the next few days!

So excited for the SCI next week! twitter.com/TriangleSCI/st...

Finally on my way to @TriangleSCI to explore our project @storytellingkit with @anneli_sundin @josevargor @rebeldwrt @MariePersson #scicomm twitter.com/unschokomm/k...

On my way to @TriangleSCI Scholarly Storytelling conf w/ @storytellingkit & team @anneli_sundin @RagnhildLarsson @josevargor @rebeldwrt @vijen twitter.com/TriangleSCI/st...

Thanks to @TriangleSCI we will kickstart @storytellingkit & start collecting stories on how the food ended up on your plate. #storytelling pic.twitter.com/MidLLsS1t
sun’s up at the airport. a 4stop journey to @TriangleSCI, with some @danielynds & @sundilu in the mix. 3 INCOMING pic.twitter.com/pT3dxbR84A

@BONNESTEWART  2 MONTHS AGO

_Camee Maddox_
@camee_maddox
Returning to twitter in anticipation of this week’s @TriangleSCI workshop on #storytelling

2 MONTHS AGO

Daniel Powell
@djp2025
Sad to be missing @TriangleSCI 2017, but excited to see what Digital Storytelling and the Future(s) of Multimedia Scholarship comes up with!

2 MONTHS AGO

_Ruth Herbert_
@dr_ruthherbert
There’s paradoxically too much & too little storytelling in academe #TriangleSCI @TriangleSCI

1 MONTH AGO

Jessica Sparks
@Jess_Sparkerman
On my way to @TriangleSCI from Savannah! Excited to join y’all!

1 MONTH AGO
Hoping to make it out of Detroit despite thick fog. Very excited to get @TriangleSCI started pic.twitter.com/ivZ7NwpWP

Paolo Mangiafico
@paoloman
#TriangleSCI starts tonight. Welcome to the Triangle, SCI 2017 cohort! See you this evening! storify.com/TriangleSCI/tr...

Rosario Rogel
@rosariorogel
@paoloman The best experience, ever!

Wreaking Hafoc
@b_hawk
Several months ago I posted about #storytelling & had great response. @TriangleSCI happens this week; watch for updates, #medievaltwitter! twitter.com/b_hawk/status/...

Brandon W. Hawk
@b_hawk
As we gear up for @TriangleSCI, if you’d like to be in the loop about what we come up with, let us know! #storytelling #Medievaltwitter twitter.com/b_hawk/status/...
Fall in Carolina 😍🍁 #TriangleSCI #northcarolina #autumn 🍂 Chapel Hill, North Carolina
instagram.com/p/BlQdZHSt/
Jackie Turner @REBELWRIT - A MONTH AGO

Bonnie Stewart @bonstewart

turns out train rides are pretty good for writing, an actual #AntigoniSh2 post as i head into @TriangleSCI. YAY. antogonish2.com/media-literaci...
@TriangleSCI - A MONTH AGO

Dr. Jeana Jorgensen @foxyfolklorist

In introducing #TriangleSCI this year, I learned "When the Mellon Foundation comes knocking on your door, you generally say yes."
@TriangleSCI - A MONTH AGO

Dr. Jeana Jorgensen @foxyfolklorist

One of the amazing things abt #TriangleSCI is that there's no pressure to publish: we get to take risks, collaborate w new folks, try stuff!
@TriangleSCI - A MONTH AGO

We're on! @tceles_B_hsup, North Carolina State University, gives opening remarks at #TriangleSCI
pic.twitter.com/VI0TDZKpz5
Annelli Sundin @ANNELI_SUNDIN - TriangleSCI - A MONTH AGO
Harriet Green
@greenharr
I am so SO excited to take part in @TriangleSCI this week with a great research team and amazing group of peers!

@TriangleSCI  ·  A MONTH AGO

Met my team @TriangleSCI and am so excited for the week! Gorgeous backdrop too!
pic.twitter.com/btC0v7ugw1

@ASHLEY @LIBRARIES ⬆️ @TriangleSCI  ·  A MONTH AGO

Starting homework early around the fire @TriangleSCI pic.twitter.com/nLOsCbljCOw

@JESSICA_SPAHRS @JESS_SPARKMAN ⬆️ @TriangleSCI  ·  A MONTH AGO
rousing first night of #TriangleSCI = intros & discussion/debate around a bonfire. & then this. I'm staying. pic.twitter.com/69R3tqE4v8

media are now experiential, full stop” #TriangleSCI: my 2cents on storytelling & getting here & why. antigenish2.com/media-literacy... #antigenish2 pic.twitter.com/e45hti75L

Publications don’t matter. Findings/insights do. ❤️#TriangleSCI for unique collaborative opp & mental space to get it right @tecles_B_hsup
A beautiful autumn day in Raleigh. @Rizzo Center instagramp.com/p/Bl3BlBsnw9j/

Dr. Jeana Jorgensen
@foxyfolklorist

Last night I sat around a fire pit & learned about a podcast called Secret Feminist Agenda so basically #TriangleSCI is the best thing ever.

Kicking off the first full day of #TriangleSCI with logistics from @paoloman
pic.twitter.com/R0loXw8l7T

Will Cross
@tecles_B_hsup

If you’re not in the room today for #TriangleSCI at: storify.com/TriangleSCI/tr...
#TriangleSci snacks? shouldn’t have started into the cherry lifesavers right after breakfast...hard to quit. pic.twitter.com/hLDIMl6wD

@BONStewart @TriangleSCI - A MONTH AGO

Kicking off #TriangleSCI. This year’s theme is so important: Scholarly Storytelling: Compelling Research for an Engaged Public. pic.twitter.com/WHwtqZNePY

@SAMPLEality @TriangleSci - A MONTH AGO
Exciting discussion on the role of communication and storytelling as a way to connect with the wider world led by @mistersugar #TriangleSCI pic.twitter.com/m3SefFa17q

@WILL CROSS @CIULES_B @HISP @TriangleSCI - A MONTH AGO

Dene Grigar
@dgregar

Anton Zuker, Dir. of Com., Duke’s dept. of Med kicks off @TriangleSCI. He’s followed by Tom Scheinfeld, Dir of DH, U of Conn. Great line up

@TriangleSCI - A MONTH AGO

Anton Zuker, science journalist, addresses the first working session at #TriangleSCI @TriangleSCI pic.twitter.com/m26txBdvw

@JESSICA_SPARKS @JESS_SPARKERMAN @TriangleSCI - A MONTH AGO

UNCSholComm @UNCSholComm
@mistersugar starts off the #TriangleSCI by talking about a story that is a touchstone for him about his time in the Peace Corps.

@TriangleSCI - A MONTH AGO

Ashley @Librarian8B
#talkstory #storyon Sharing stories is so important #TriangleSCI

@TriangleSCI - A MONTH AGO
"What are you doing that I should be telling other people about?" Great for supervisors
#TriangleSCI
@TriangleSCI A MONTH AGO

Two phrases for storytelling in other cultures: "Talk story," "Story on." @mistersugar
#TriangleSCI
@TriangleSCI A MONTH AGO

"I try to be a good storyteller; I know I'm not a good storyteller, but I am a good listener" -
@mistersugar know those feels #TriangleSCI
@TriangleSCI A MONTH AGO

"I can't get enough of storytelling; clearly storytelling has never gone out of vogue" -
@mistersugar (folklorists know this!) #TriangleSCI
@TriangleSCI A MONTH AGO

Busting the myth of personal productivity divorced from externalities of place, health, community, etc. with @foundhistory #TriangleSCI pic.twitter.com/XrTannqph3
Will Cross @Teles_E_Help @TriangleSCI A MONTH AGO
Always inspired by @foundhistory framing of #TriangleSCI as a barn raising. pic.twitter.com/TdO3qw7ER

WILL CROSS @CELES_B_HSUP @TriangleSCI - A MONTH AGO

Ashley
@Librarian88
stepping outside normal activity to meet with new people to accomplish new, otherwise impossible things #trianglesci

@TriangleSCI - A MONTH AGO

Dene Grigar
@dgrigar
We saw examples of retreats. I wonder if there were ever any available for women since those shown were all focused on men @TriangleSCI

@TriangleSCI - A MONTH AGO

Dr. Jeana Jorgensen
@foxyfolklorist
Listening to @foundhistory describe long history of collaborative productivity (from barn raising to monastic retreats) #TriangleSCI

@TriangleSCI - A MONTH AGO

Dr. Jeana Jorgensen
@foxyfolklorist
Necessary conditions for a successful retreat: constraints (limits on time not framed as problem but scaffold for creativity) #TriangleSCI

@TriangleSCI - A MONTH AGO

Mark Sample
@samplereality
A scholarly retreat flips usual restraints of work (time, resources, space) on their head, to its advantage - @foundhistory #TriangleSCI

@TriangleSCI - A MONTH AGO

Dr. Jeana Jorgensen
@foxyfolklorist
Advice from @foundhistory on making the most of the creative collaborative retreat setting: embrace serendipity. #TriangleSCI

@TriangleSCI - A MONTH AGO
Flash from the past: @foundhistory shows first year of #owot #TriangleSCI
pic.twitter.com/gyflxTF7

Make #TriangleSCI a process like making dinner w/ what u have in the fridge: use what u have, embrace serendipity & discovery @foundhistory pic.twitter.com/X4HJWNk360

"Collaboration is shared doing, not shared decision-making" #TriangleSCI
pic.twitter.com/rsLEEQsLeG
Dene Grigar
@dgrigar
I love the idea of food as a catalyst for storytelling. Curating objects (like food) is a way to tell stories w/o words @TriangleSCI

Dr. Jeana Jorgensen
@foxyfolklorist
Something I’m hearing lots of people say: sometimes we focus overmuch on storyTELLING, but we need to be good listeners too. #TriangleSCI

Dr. Jeana Jorgensen
@foxyfolklorist
The food team came with great stories, an exciting plan, and an historic tin of sardines. #TriangleSCI pic.twitter.com/wNqDTC1Az

Will Cross
@tecies_b_hsups
WILL CROSS
@tecies_b_hsups @TriangleSCI A MONTH AGO

Will Cross
@tecies_b_hsups
My team member @mfgaede makes the excellent point that open access isn’t just abt reading, but also comprehension & thinking. #TriangleSCI

Dr. Jeana Jorgensen
@foxyfolklorist
Our team is working on sharing scholarship in a time of mistrust: public mistrusting academics; academics mistrusting public. #TriangleSCI

Will Cross
@tecies_b_hsups
Teams are introducing themselves at #TriangleSCI. Full proposals, bios, etc. available at: trianglesci.org/2017/06/20/sci...

Will Cross
@tecies_b_hsups
Great questions frm @foxyfolklorist at #TriangleSCI: what makes something a story? Who owns & how can we protect frm being misappropriated?
We are all telling our stories at @TriangleSCI’s morning session. Love being regaled by my colleagues

The public likes stories. How do we academics know this? We’re the public too. #TriangleSCI

We need to share untold stories. twitter.com/foxyfolklorist...

Hey #TriangleSCI colleagues, here’s a blog post recapping misappropriation of my scholarship by a white supremacist: patheos.com/blogs/foxyfolk...

Important! Not every story is ours to tell. Also many stories are being told but deliberately not heard. Untold vs. untenable.

Stories create buy-in, esp for students who might be struggling with grasping theoretical concepts. #TriangleSCI

Hearing from dance scholar Camee Maddox-Wingfield on just how hard it is to do scholarly writing abt dance. I KNOW THOSE FEELS #TriangleSCI

I thought I knew how to tell stories and then everyone introduces themselves at #TriangleSCI and oh crap I have so much to learn #SciComm

Damn - we have incredible scholars in this room! So many impressive life experiences and stories already #trianglesci

The concentration of awesomeness in the room at #TriangleSCI is at critical levels. Ready for #scholcomm revolution!
Loved my experience at @TriangleSCI years ago. Looks like another amazing cadre this year. Good luck to you all! #TriangleSCI twitter.com/ceolas_B_hsuyp/

@TriangleSCI  ·  A MONTH AGO

Dr. Jeana Jorgensen
@foxyfolklorist

Academic Twitter: my team’s working on a toolkit to help w preventative measures if you fear you might be doxxed 4 scholarship #TriangleSCI

@TriangleSCI  ·  A MONTH AGO

...and we’re off. affinity diagramming to figure out our team directions at #TriangleSCI pic.twitter.com/TxWMtGbl4P

@BONNIE STEWART  @BONNIE STEWART  @TriangleSCI  ·  A MONTH AGO

Love my #trianglesci team already 🎈@mfgaede @Librarian88 @tshultz0 @Jess_Sparkerman @foxyfolklorist pic.twitter.com/32hOZp8Ac4

@ADSTARKEL  @ADSTARKEL  @TriangleSCI  ·  A MONTH AGO

Dave Hansen
@DigLibCopyright

on point for #TriangleSCI, interesting post today on access vs. accessibility of scholarship via @scholarlykitchen scholarlykitchen.sspnet.org/2017/11/06/acc...

@TriangleSCI  ·  A MONTH AGO
Beautiful walk through the gardens during a break. So impressed by the Rizzo #TriangleSCI pic.twitter.com/wi4jcJLJa6

To brainstorm or not to brainstorm...1st team time session in the gardens of Rizzo Center evoking our senses & memories. #TriangleSCI pic.twitter.com/jzqouJ14dx
Like the first leaves of autumn, colorful post-it notes are starting to appear at #TriangleSci https://twitter.com/3msQ485NDY

Dr. Jeana Jorgensen
@oxfordfolklorist
My team’s puzzling over Qs of motivation: what, if anything, motivates academics to share their research with the public? #TriangleSCI

Dr. Jeana Jorgensen
@oxfordfolklorist
In most disciplines, public outreach doesn’t count toward tenure+promotion so how do we convince academics that it’s worth it? #TriangleSCI

Dr. Jeana Jorgensen
@oxfordfolklorist
I believe there’s a strong argument to be made for academics representing their work to the public before white supremacists do #TriangleSCI

Dr. Jeana Jorgensen
@oxfordfolklorist
Is it possible to explain all scholarship in lay terms? Is there a topic that’s simply too complex for this task, or not? #TriangleSCI

Dr. Jeana Jorgensen
@oxfordfolklorist
Do scholars who do lots of outreach risk being taken less seriously as scholars? (e.g. Bill Nye) #TriangleSCI

adstarkel
@adstarkel
Are some Ted Talks replacing authority with charisma? #trianglesci
Crazy ideas emerge in the creative space of #TriangleSCI: can we make a reality show (?) out of @storytellingkit? pic.twitter.com/0xXtnsV4l

@ANNELI_SUNDIN @ANNELI_SUNDIN @TriangleSCI - A MONTH AGO

Amazing first real day at #TriangleSCI! Scholarly communication...
instagram.com/p/8BbKxstAm0m...

@MARIEPERSSON @MARIEPERSSON @TriangleSCI - A MONTH AGO
Great first day at #TriangleSCI with these fine folks @hkpmcgregor @dgrigar @bonstewart @jsaklofske + John Barber 📸pic.twitter.com/F2tsYBvhci

@ALYSSA ARBUCKLE | @ALYSSA_ARBUCKLE | @TriangleSCI - A MONTH AGO

Our digital storytelling team! Join us Wed Nov 8 at 2:30EST: #TriangleSCI chat - storytelling as scholarly engagement 📸pic.twitter.com/1ay0CyF25

@BONNIE STEWART | @BONSTEWART | @TriangleSCI - A MONTH AGO

Brandon W. Hawk
@bb_hawk

Day 1 of #TriangleSCI was so productive for our team: Telling Medieval Stories is off to a roaring start!

@TriangleSCI - A MONTH AGO

Dr. Jeana Jorgensen
@foxfolklorist

Urgent question: scholarly communication often assumes good faith in coming to the table, but what do we do about neo-Nazis? #TriangleSCI

@TriangleSCI - A MONTH AGO

Brandon W. Hawk
@bb_hawk

#Medievaltwitter, take note! This is one of our big questions at #TriangleSCI. 📸twitter.com/foxfolklorist...

@TriangleSCI - A MONTH AGO
Spotted a beautiful butterfly during our lunchtime nature walk at #TriangleSCI
pic.twitter.com/dJJf7Aja1o

@DrJeanaJorgensen @FOXYFOULKLOREST @TriangleSCI - A MONTH AGO

Stories everywhere at #TriangleSCI pic.twitter.com/71b81qak5

@FranyyGaede @MFGaede @TriangleSCI - A MONTH AGO

about to try me some North Carolina BBQ, drool. pic.twitter.com/C1Y4deI1H

@BonnieStewart @BStewart @TriangleSCI - A MONTH AGO
Dinner after a long, fruitful day. @TriangleSci pic.twitter.com/7djoyIPKN7

my first North Carolina biscuit. omg fluffy. pic.twitter.com/n3KuMLlDB

Tour of Duke University’s gorgeous facilities. It may have been dark, but I was still impressed #TriangleSCI pic.twitter.com/kF5jm3X6FA
Brain still buzzing from day one convos at #TriangleSCI esp re the dangers of false universality around public scholarship.

@TriangleSCI A MONTH AGO

Defenses of public & accessible scholarship cannot become refusals of that work w/o immediate relevance/audience. #TriangleSCI

@TriangleSCI A MONTH AGO

Often the relevance of scholarly work doesn’t reveal itself until decades after it’s completed. #TriangleSCI

@TriangleSCI A MONTH AGO

& we can’t assume the audience for everything is / ought to be EVERYONE. We don’t demand that of anything else (eg trade books) #TriangleSCI

@TriangleSCI A MONTH AGO

Trying to think of what it means to be committed to public scholarship while holding space for a diverse range of work. #TriangleSCI

@TriangleSCI A MONTH AGO

@foxyfolklorist @TriangleSCI In action :) pic.twitter.com/4e6mZ88Q0Q

JESSICA SPARKS @JESS_SPARKERMAN A MONTH AGO

Some institutional structure might have to change to really recognize high-quality academic research when it doesn’t fit the norm structure.

@hkpmcgregor @TriangleSCI
Hey you! Yes you! This is why you should care about scholarly communication!
pathos.com/blogs/foxfolk... #TriangleSCI

Ja! Och här i denna Storify kan man också följa highlights från konferensen:
storify.com/TriangleSCI/tr... #TriangleSCI twitter.com/forskom/status...

Hey #TriangleSCI you might be interested in this @UA_magnitude article on scholarly
podcasting in Canada (feat. me). universityaffairs.ca/features/featu...

Should scholars create their research for the non-academic public or should they be paired with
comm professionals to do that? #TriangleSCI

Maybe think about Ted Ed expanded? #TriangleSCI

Exploring local plants in Chapel Hill NC with @storytellingkit at #TriangleSCI #scicomm
#storytelling pic.twitter.com/LYzLUV62S
Thanks to @TriangleSCI we get the opportunity to explore @storyellingkit at this beautiful place.
#scicomm #storyelling #TriangleSCI
pic.twitter.com/HRLchMwoEzpic.twitter.com/HRLchMwoEzpic.twitter.com/HRLchMwoEzpic.twitter.com/HRLchMwoEz

@RAGHILDLARSSON A MONTH AGO

Jessica Sparks
@Jess_Sparkerman

@dr_ruthherbert What was the name of the site you were speaking of that had good reputation but allowed alt formats for research? #TriangleSCI

A MONTH AGO

Ruth Herbert
@dr_ruthherbert

@Jess_Sparkerman sonicstudies.org Uni Leiden sure. Runs multimedia open access Journal of Sonic Studies #TriangleSCI @TriangleSCI

A MONTH AGO

Ruth Herbert
@dr_ruthherbert

@kkpmgregor Fantastic examples of the possibilities of podcasts as excellent, peer reviewed research products!@UA_magazine @TriangleSCI

A MONTH AGO

#ncstate #huntlibrary #trianglesci pic.twitter.com/j2RWy3cyf

ASHLEY @LIBRARIES A MONTH AGO
Back to work #TriangleSCI pic.twitter.com/RO3taAgE4

Tom Scheinfeldt
@foundhistory

Teams at #TriangleSCI tasked with answering 3 questions about their projects before we close on Thursday: “What?” “So What?” and “What Next?”

Dene Grigar
@dgrigar

Our @TriangleSCI deliverables: proposals for a presentation at conferences at ELO 2018, DHSI 2018.

Gathering recipes with a history at #TriangleSCI pic.twitter.com/3qms11LD2D

Brandon W. Hawk
@b_hawk

This morning: working on the mission statement for our medieval #storytelling idea at #TriangleSCI. #medievaltwitter
Here's my blog post recapping Day 1 of #TriangleSCI patheos.com/blogs/foxyfolk... A MONTH AGO

My team is talking about the supposed objectivity/neutrality of scholars, which could impact our mission of scholarly outreach #TriangleSCI A MONTH AGO

Not sure if I've said this already but I'm pleased as punch to be on a project where I get to do academic folklore outreach! #TriangleSCI A MONTH AGO

I am Learning Things about libel as a possibility in scholarly communication. Like, if I tell a white supremacist they're wrong #TriangleSCI A MONTH AGO

"I* could potentially be sued? WTF. That's letting them control the terms of the conversation & that's not okay. #TriangleSCI A MONTH AGO

tomorrow, 2:30pm EST, an open #TriangleSCI chat: storytelling as scholarly engagement for the current info ecosystem. pic.twitter.com/E8dw7wO5s0 A MONTH AGO
Enjoying the outdoor workspace at @TriangleSCI with @tschultz0 pic.twitter.com/UwXiEWZqo

Bonnie Stewart @bonstewart

got stories? experiences? cautions? how do we build literacies for using & understanding stories as scholarship? #TriangleSCI

Bonnie Stewart @bonstewart

our #TriangleSCI team has 8bit music & i am learning ALL KINDS of new-to-me retro cool things.

Jessica Sparks @Jess_Sparkman

Hey @TriangleSCI, we are looking for an example of a public misinterpretation of your research! Anyone have one?

First team to lead a discussion at #TriangleSCI about issues related to their project. pic.twitter.com/5ko679p5fv

ScholComm Institute @TriangleSCI - A MONTH AGO
Bonnie Stewart
@bonstewart
@mmminelle love to have you join! designed to dig into the underpinnings of a project we’re working on at #TriangleSCI, in the open + in the room here.
A MONTH AGO

Sarah v Melton
@WorldCatLady
i can’t believe it’s been 2 years since my time at #TriangleSCI— it looks like a “blast” this year!
A MONTH AGO

Now at #trianglesci, @camee_maddox present the Bélé dance from the Caribbean which was still considered uncivilized in post-Colonial period pic.twitter.com/ZrbX2cLR8O
ANNELI SUNDIN @ANNELI_SUNDIN A MONTH AGO

Bonnie Stewart
@bonstewart
excited by #TriangleSCI team building frameworks for traditional cultural expressions in/as scholarship, implications for decolonizing work.
A MONTH AGO

Dr. Jeana Jorgensen
@foxyfolklorist
Current copyright/IP law doesn’t really cover intangible cultural heritage a.k.a. folklore, so this case study is pioneering. #TriangleSCI
A MONTH AGO

Bonnie Stewart
@bonstewart
*copyright does not suffice.* intangible cultural heritage focus tries to protect things law *should* protect but doesn’t. #TriangleSCI
A MONTH AGO
This being Carine Maddox-Wingfield’s fieldwork on Bele, an African Diaspora dance in Mozambique (hybridity, colonialism, etc) #TriangleSCI pic.twitter.com/rn7hS1bLr

Dr. Jeana Jorgensen  
@foxyfolklorist

Pros & cons of interdisciplinary collab: sometimes people suggest reinventing the wheel w/out knowing it (eg dance annotation) #TriangleSCI

A MONTH AGO

Will Cross  
@tceles_B_hsups

Really excited by discussion from @camee_maddox abt moving discussion & debate using TK off of commercial spaces like Facebook #TriangleSCI

A MONTH AGO

Brandon W. Hawk  
@bb_hawk

Where are convos already happening? How do we harness those & not create just another place for people to go? #TriangleSCI

A MONTH AGO

Will Cross  
@tceles_B_hsups

@camee_maddox OTOH, @mfaede wonders if making yet another new space to go will be less effective than engaging discussion where people are #TriangleSCI

A MONTH AGO

Harriet Green  
@greenharr

Presenting on our initial work on digital publishing of Martinique bèlé and other works of TCE for #TriangleSCI peers

A MONTH AGO

Robert Watt  
@wattrof

Really excited to hear how @RagnhildLarsson @anneli_sundin & the @storytellingkit get on at #TriangleSCI! Good luck! twitter.com/ragnhildlarso...

A MONTH AGO
Ashley
@Librarian88
Where can scholars get help crafting their message for social media and other venues?
#trianglesci

Brandon W. Hawk
@b_hawk
Such a great formulation about #storytelling significance. Its #TriangleSCI context is specific, but application is broad. #medievaltwitter twitter.com/foxyfolklorist...

Dr. Jeana Jorgensen
@foxyfolklorist
During a lunchtime convo, a colleague encouraged me to consider the narrative ending of my lectures. MIND BLOWN. #TriangleSCI

Anneli Sundin
@anneli_sundin
It’s amazing at #TriangleSCI! BIG thanks @wattro who convinced me to apply! @RagnhildLarsson @josevargo @MariePersson @vijen @rebelwrit twitter.com/wattro/status...

Dr. Jeana Jorgensen
@foxyfolklorist
Gearing up for my team’s presentation, here’s a blog post I wrote on social media tips for academics pathos.com/blogs/foxyfolk... #TriangleSCI

Team 2 kicking off plenary session on using personal narrative to build empathy and combat mistrust. #TriangleSCI pic.twitter.com/gRWtT1TiQp

WILL CROSS @TCELES_HSUP A MONTH AGO
Bonnie Stewart  
@bonstewart

now we're talking, advocating for institutional/public policy regarding targeting/tactical trolling of academics in public(s). #TriangleSCI

A MONTH AGO

Tom Scheinfeldt  
@foundhistory

Great point at #TriangleSCI: shift from public intellectuals to public humanities means abandoning traditional notions of authorship.

A MONTH AGO

Dr. Jeana Jorgensen  
@foxyfolklorist

Hey everyone, this is for scholars & members of the public who aren't at #TriangleSCI too! twitter.com/Librarian88/st...

A MONTH AGO

It really resonates with me that u should go public with ur research without being a public figure yourself. Tips on how? #TriangleSCI pic.twitter.com/jcYTZD2qX

ANNELI SUNDIN @ANNELI_SUNDIN  A MONTH AGO

Shawn Martin  
@shawnmartin

#scholcomm "one of the foundations of a secular progressive society" (#TriangleSCI) po.st/WFHsSr via @foxyfolklorist

A MONTH AGO

Brandon W. Hawk  
@_hawk

#TriangleSCI folks might find this interesting. twitter.com/joshshepperd/a...

A MONTH AGO

adstarkel  
@adstarkel

Related #TriangleSCI twitter.com/linguagst/sta...

A MONTH AGO
i don't *normally* hang out at the National Humanities Center but i am beginning to wish i did. #TriangleSCI pic.twitter.com/lfGZiS4qHP

@BONNIE STEWART  A MONTH AGO

Joshua Sosin at #TriangleSCI reception about the institute: "the key deliverable is the process itself" pic.twitter.com/JJGmCCYPqx

@ANNELI SUNDIN  A MONTH AGO
Connecting w/ friends @GreenHarriet & @libraryinfo @TriangleSCI - great reception
pic.twitter.com/sZDkntkU

ELAINE L WESTBROOKS @UNC_LIBRARIAN - A MONTH AGO

Nice meeting @mfgaede & seeing great colleagues like @jail is tonight at the @TriangleSCI reception
pic.twitter.com/gN4WK5c0w

ELAINE L WESTBROOKS @UNC_LIBRARIAN - A MONTH AGO

Elaine L. Westbrooks
@UNC_Librarian
@mfgaede @jail @TriangleSCI Great colleagues like @jsolis - I have no idea who @jail might be....

A MONTH AGO

Danielle C. Lewis
@libraryinfo
@UNC_Librarian @GreenHarriet @TriangleSCI Looking forward to the next time we catch up.

A MONTH AGO
peeps: #TriangleSCI chat on storytelling, changing scholarly comms, & new literacies/safety nets needed. 2-30pm EST today. NOW WITH 280 CHARACTERS. whee. bring all the words!
pic.twitter.com/5OEaUMHgJP

BONNIE STEWART @BONSTEWART  A MONTH AGO

Getting excited for a musical morning at #TriangleSCI! pic.twitter.com/tqx8LojNz

WILL CROSS @TCELES_B_HSIP  A MONTH AGO

Tom Scheinfeldt
@foundhistory

I love this formulation: process as deliverable #TriangleSCI twitter.com/anneli_sundin/...
Tania Munz welcoming #TriangleSCI to the @NatiHumanities Center yesterday evening. Thanks for hosting us in this wonderful space! pic.twitter.com/W4y6CPRGl

Dr. Jeana Jorgensen
@foxyfolklorist

I'm pretty sure my role here is partly just to pester medievalists. #TriangleSCI

Dr. Jeana Jorgensen
@foxyfolklorist

On the centrality of food, shared spaces, abundant time, & open, ongoing, discussions to help create and sustain a sense of community - @joshuasosin at the @NatiHumanities with #TriangleSCI pic.twitter.com/k4XyIGRkZ

Dr. Jeana Jorgensen
@foxyfolklorist

I love that the critique of neoliberalism in universities is such a huge part of the conversations happening at #TriangleSCI
Teams hard at work on the final full day of #TriangleSCI - next up, discussions on telling medieval stories and story structure & storytelling performance.

pic.twitter.com/6VqY50H1f
https://t.co/6VqY50H1f

ASHLEY @LIBRARIANBS • A MONTH AGO
On Thursday, November 9, from 4-5 PM EST/1-2 PST, I will be co-hosting a Twitter chat on public humanities. This blog post (along with additional posts authored by other organizers) is intended to promote dialogue and exchange as a prelude to our chat.

One topic that I would like to discuss during the chat are the risks of being a public scholar, in particular how social inequalities linked to race, gender identity, sexual orientation, religion, class, and immigration status, for example, all affect an individual’s or a community’s ability to share views, knowledge, and perspectives in various forums and settings.

Forms of public scholarship, of course, are varied and dynamic. It can involve speaking to millions via a newspaper opinion piece or hosting a meeting with a handful of community members. However, in each case, the risks, rewards, and responsibilities / reciprocities vary dramatically. There are personal risks involved (being targeted by online trolls, for example) that can quickly turn into professional risks as well. There is also the time involved, which is not valued by all institutions or colleagues. Relatedly, do some academics need to consider how their decision to work for no pay (as experts for exhibits or as writers for various publications, for example) affect others who do not have the ability to take positions pro bono.

Sharing humanities scholarship with various publics is a tremendous opportunity, but it also does not come without serious potential drawbacks. Often, public scholarship opportunities are presented as enrichment with little mention of all the possible repercussions. I would love to hear what others think during our chat! Please comment with suggestions of resources we can share / recommend on this issue.

Of interest to #TriangleSCI participants: Twitter chat organized by @HASTAC scholar @elbertscube on risks & rewards of public humanities hastac.org/opportunities/... pic.twitter.com/utiTaVn3Pb

@frannymae @AFGADE A MONTH AGO

Recognizing post-it note clusters at #TriangleSCI as artistic storytelling in their own right. pic.twitter.com/xJpAtPbZrc

@wicross @BCELES_B_HSUP A MONTH AGO

Rebecca Kameny
@rkameny1

Enjoyed meeting folks at #TriangleSCI - amazing energy!

A MONTH AGO
Now we're hearing from the medievalist group at #TriangleSCI & they opened with the hilarious medieval helpdesk video: youtu.be/pQHX-S9gQvQ

Dr. Jeanna Jorgensen @foxyfolklorist. A MONTH AGO

Dr. Jeanna Jorgensen @foxyfolklorist
The fantasy of the (homogeneous) Middle Ages is being weaponized by white supremacists who want a return to the imagined past. What can medievalists do? #TriangleSCI

A MONTH AGO

Bonnie Stewart @bonstewart
medievalist group at #TriangleSCI now sharing their work exploring digital storytelling & the appropriation of their field by white supremacists.

A MONTH AGO

Bonnie Stewart @bonstewart
@mfgaard @HASTAC @elbertscube thanks for this. As a prelude, folks from @HASTAC may want to join in the #TriangleSCI chat today at 2:30pmEST on digital storytelling/scholarship in higher ed...models, risks, & reasons for new public engagement. ;)

A MONTH AGO

Will Cross @tceles_8__hsup
In addition to wrestling w/ reappraisal, medieval team at #TriangleSCI celebrates playful reimagining like uliwestphal.de/delphas-anthro...

A MONTH AGO

Dr. Jeanna Jorgensen @foxyfolklorist
The internet is filling up with misappropriated images of the Middle Ages, but there're also a lot of playful takes. For example, Margaret of Anjou claimed to be descended from a swan indy100.com/article/ukip-c... #TriangleSCI

A MONTH AGO
And Rocket Cat! #TriangleSCI pic.twitter.com/syrmD09XQb

WILL CROSS @TCELES_R_HSUP A MONTH AGO

history lessons at #TriangleSCI - creativity & problem-solving are not new ways of approaching culture change. pic.twitter.com/lxmhLv5i60

BONNIE STEWART @BONSTEWART A MONTH AGO

Bonnie Stewart @bonstewart

"playfulness can be deployed against violent misappropriation" - #TriangleSCI

A MONTH AGO
Let’s not forget the penis tree from an illuminated manuscript! lpinimg.com/originals/33/8...
#TriangleSCI

DR. JEANA JORGENSEN @FOXYFOLKLOREIST - A MONTH AGO

How can medievalists - both scholars and others - engage productively with mainstream media, pop culture, etc.? #TriangleSCI pic.twitter.com/EaR0342rtT

WILL CROSS @TCELES_B_HSUP - A MONTH AGO

Tom Scheinfeldt
@foundhistory

clearings.me recommended by @TheMedievalDrK for scholars aiming to showcase written work to mainstream media editors #TriangleSCI

A MONTH AGO
okay whoa #TriangleSCI medievalist team building an Atlas Obscura-style platform for medieval pop culture AND research stuff. medieval stuff that isn’t white supremacist: changing the narrative & associations. brilliant. pic.twitter.com/kP7NFwFWu

@bonstewart

Bonnie Stewart

@Teachforaliving @tceles_B hsap they’re doing that too, in a way...but with a refusal to give up the play. because throwing pure research at ppl won’t change perspectives/impressions?
#TriangleSCI

@bonstewart

Bonnie Stewart

Taking models from @TheOnion, @VICE, @TheToast, @StephenAtHome, etc. to tell stories about the Middle Ages to popular audiences #TriangleSCI pic.twitter.com/6ZHD46AJOK

WILL CROSS @tceles_B hsap

Bonnie Stewart

@Saimmnaq feeling pretty lucky at the moment. :) (also, please consider this a personal invitation for you & your opinions to join us at 2:30pm EST - open #TriangleSCI Twitter chat. on all this stuff & storytelling & engagement...)

@bonstewart

Bonnie Stewart

Teresa Schultz

@tschultz0

Love the idea of creating an Atlas Obscura for medieval research. #TriangleSCI twitter.com/bonstewart/sta...
Kathleen E. Kennedy
@TheMedievalDrK
#TriangleSCI full site for OA Companion to the CT opencanterburytales.dsl.lsu.edu

Will Cross
@ctceles_B_hsop
Also important to build a bridge to teaching w/ #OER material such as OA Companion to Canterbury Tales #TriangleSCI opencanterburytales.dsl.lsu.edu

Ashley
@Librarian88
The Open Access Companion to the Canterbury Tales! #TriangleSCI #openaccess twitter.com/TheMedievalDrK...

Group Four brings discussion about storytelling rhythm in lectures to order with a drum and a story about naming. #TriangleSCI pic.twitter.com/jxa4cIfRRI

Dr. Jeana Jorgensen
@foxyfolklorist
Current team asserting that using stories in the classroom can help engage students: creates buy-in, helps illustrate principles/theories, humanize the teacher. #TriangleSCI

Tom Scheinfeldt
@foundhistory
Starting first storytelling class by inviting students to tell the story of their name. Everyone has a name story. #TriangleSCI

UNCScholComm
@UNCScholComm
#TriangleSCI Storytelling group considers the rhythms of scholarly storytelling and the rhythms of storytelling in the classroom and elsewhere.
Bonnie Stewart @bonstewart
science learning & storytelling: hearing about Western approaches of parts & wholes, compared to M/Kwak approaches of centering the human. #TriangleSCI
A MONTH AGO

Teresa Schultz @tschultzO
Learning about applying plot points to a lecture - very interesting. #TriangleSCI
A MONTH AGO

Dr. Jeana Jorgensen @foxyfolklorist
Structuring a lecture: ordinary world (of the topic), inciting incident, introduce new world, introduce stakes & hurdles, arrive at reframe/realization, end w new approach, largest concept (climax? cliffhanger?). #TriangleSCI
A MONTH AGO

Kathleen E. Kennedy @TheMedievalDrK
#TriangleSCI thinking about storytelling, narrative and hacking the academic lecture. Bit like @raulpacheco et al from a few days ago!
A MONTH AGO

Harriett Green @greenharr
Group 4 provoking us to think about how we present our ideas and the opportunities within the techniques of storytelling #TriangleSCI
A MONTH AGO

Dr. Jeana Jorgensen @foxyfolklorist
The story mode is imaginative: the speaker uses imagery, metaphor, speaks in a different way than daily speech (in folklore studies, we refer to this as the breakthrough into performance, the moment when language use shifts to an artistic key) #TriangleSCI
A MONTH AGO

Showing importance of metaphor/imagery in engaging audiences #TriangleSCI pic.twitter.com/TzMft539MZ
TERESA SCHULTZ @TSCHULTZ0 A MONTH AGO
full on storyteller mode at #TriangleSCI. a master at work. pic.twitter.com/E9ub4Ml82f

@adstarkel

Note to self: explore using the dilemma story in the context of research/searching #infolit #TriangleSCI

@tceles_8_hsups

"Story helps us talk to, rather than talk at other people." #TriangleSCI

@annelisundin

In a plenary w/ storytellers: transitioning us into the world of metaphores and dreams. #TriangleSCI #scicomm pic.twitter.com/jrMCBET8Cf

@foxyfolklorist

Listening to folklorist Kay Stone talk about storytelling & why endings are powerful: because they wrap everything up, reintroduce us to reality, while also giving the story its reality. <3 #TriangleSCI
How can we better plan lectures to have an engaging start AND a good close rather than "See you next week"...looking at storytelling #triangleSCI

Stone mentions European tale traditional endings: hero returns, there's a great feast, "I can tell you that he was there, but not one morsel of food did I get, nor one drink, so I come to you with this story alone." #TriangleSCI

Stone reminds us that while story endings are closings, they're also openings: they invite us to think, to ponder, to deliberate. #TriangleSCI

Closing formulas can help reinforce "What I said was true, since I was there"- how can we do the same thing with our lecture closings? #TriangleSCI

Another story closing option is the moral (found in fables and some fairy tales); many current storytellers worry that telling people what to think is not the right way to go, but professors might use this strategy. #TriangleSCI

Dilemma stories end with a question; might teachers use this strategy too? How might our students benefit from being left with questions/riddles to consider as a lecture winds down? #TriangleSCI

Grounding the ending in reality is something we should consider for our @storytellingkit. Maybe keep engagement with questions/prompts? #TriangleSCI @MariePersson @RagnhildLarsson @vijen @rebelbrit @Josevargo

#TriangleSCI group thinking about using storytelling techniques for teaching purposes. Some RTs coming with specific ideas.

Four kinds of stories: 1) Ah, ha. 2) Ahhhh. 3) Ha, ha. 4) Amen. #TriangleSCI
Dr. Jeana Jorgensen
@foxfolklorist

Ruth Stotter on 4 types of stories: "a-ha!" "awww," "haha!" and "amen!" (each one pronounced with distinctive inflection to convey emotional content) #TriangleSCI

A MONTH AGO

Will Cross
@tales_8_hsps

@mobileworking Lots of good stuff in the #TriangleSCI hashtag, but I’m sure @TheMedievalDrK and the rest of the team could add more great stuff.

A MONTH AGO

Brandon W. Hawk
@b_hawk

Stories are often used for thinking, humor, lesson, enjoyment. Love the idea of using (performing) different story types, genres, techniques for teaching. #TriangleSCI

A MONTH AGO

Dr. Jeana Jorgensen
@foxfolklorist

@b_hawk …which our team’s story genre toolkit could probably help with! #TriangleSCI

A MONTH AGO

Ashley
@ILibrarian88

To convince someone to do something differently, show them don’t tell them (ie. storytelling techniques in lectures) #trianglesci

A MONTH AGO

Tom Scheinfeldt
@foundhistory

@amelialikespie Alas, it’s not my syllabus, but a colleague’s here at #TriangleSCI

A MONTH AGO

Brandon W. Hawk
@b_hawk

#Medievaltwitter here’s a form where you can share your public projects with #TriangleSCI folks: docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAI... twitter.com/TheMedievalDrK...

A MONTH AGO

Will Cross
@tales_8_hsps

Important Q from @SaraCopyLib: “lecture” assumes passive students but best teaching is active & collaborative. #TriangleSCI (1/2)

A MONTH AGO

Will Cross
@tales_8_hsps

@SaraCopyLib How can we use storytelling in a way that moves beyond “sage on the stage?” #TriangleSCI (2/2)

A MONTH AGO
Dr. Jeana Jorgensen
@foxyfolklorist
Stone reminds us that storytelling is already part of everything we do. When we open
an interaction with a story, we get people intrigued & can then present argument, data, etc.
#TriangleSCI

A MONTH AGO

Dr. Jeana Jorgensen
@foxyfolklorist
Brian Sturm: academics often open with data, move to story to help make sense of it. Suggests
that we should try the reverse: the story is the connection, the emotional bond, that opens
people to ideas. #TriangleSCI

A MONTH AGO

Jessica Sparks
@Jess_Sparkeman
Give the audience the story before the data. Flip the switch. Engage your audience. #storytelling
#scholars #TriangleSCI

A MONTH AGO

Tom Scheinfeldt
@foundhistory
Academics present data first and follow with story. We should flip that. Start with story and
follow with data. #TriangleSCI

A MONTH AGO

Brandon W. Hawk
@b_hawk
#TriangleSCI team on using storytelling for teaching: Kay Stone reminds us, "Storytelling is in
everything we do."

A MONTH AGO

Will Cross
@cteles_8_hsup
Reminder from @pcolman that a good anecdote is worth 1,000 data points when looking to
persuade. Data & story work together #TriangleSCI

A MONTH AGO

Dr. Jeana Jorgensen
@foxyfolklorist
Sturm: a lot of people define story as a series of events that are causally linked; our lectures
suffer when the info is presented w/out any links btw data points. But is causally linking
lecture material always possible? #TriangleSCI

A MONTH AGO
You can never go wrong with rocket cat #TriangleSCI pic.twitter.com/KyBeBHXCdv

Intriguing setup for next part of #TriangleSCI: What are these for? pic.twitter.com/PSBLAFryHz

Food team at #TriangleSCI welcomes all groups to join a long table to discuss some compelling prompts! pic.twitter.com/2Sxs5k23WxK
Everyone is PRETTY stoked to find out what the Food team are up to. #TriangleSCI
pic.twitter.com/nKm0ikk0ui

Dr. Jean Jorgensen
@foxyfolklorist

My recap of the 2nd day of #TriangleSCI is live now! patheos.com/blogs/foxyfolk...

Bonnie Stewart
@bonstewart
countdown is on: ONE HOUR til #TriangleSCI Twitter chat on storytelling & scholarship with our digital storytelling team. 2:30pm EST, join us. opinions/stories/questions all welcome. :)

...and the food systems team’s Storytelling Kitchen begins at #TriangleSCI. experiential storytelling. chew on that! pic.twitter.com/ox7uypO8k

Liz Milewicz
@LizMilewicz

The amazing storytelling kitchen - hosted at #TriangleSCI with special guest chef Joseph Hofmann - explores food as solution, medicine, and culture, and shares sustenance and story with everyone. There IS a feast today!
Starting with a discussion with the executive chef from @RizzoCenter on the power of food and conversation #TriangleSCI pic.twitter.com/qGGOYBipv9

Kathleen E. Kennedy
@TheMedievalDrK
#TriangleSCI props to Exec Chef Joseph Hofmann for his cuisine and willingness to share his craft w/a group presentation!

A Brussels sprouts & manchego salad courtesy of the food group here at #TriangleSCI plus post-it discussion prompts. pic.twitter.com/5biiMInIa
And folks are digging in with three courses of food and conversation: things, issues, and memories.
#TriangleSCI pic.twitter.com/8f50lLdq9

WILL CROSS @TCELES_B_HSUP - A MONTH AGO

What are your stories around food? What do they tell about your life? How do they connect you to others? A few of the questions that prompt conversation around the table at the Storytelling Kitchen #TriangleSCI

Liz Milewicz @LizMilewicz

A MONTH AGO

Storytelling Kitchen - salad made by Rizzo Center Chef Joseph Hofmann #TriangleSCI pic.twitter.com/16wF0E2z0o

ASHLEY @LIBRARIAN88 - A MONTH AGO

Floored again by the creativity and openness of #TriangleSCI: during the course of the retreat, one team added the hotel chef as a member. twitter.com/tceles_B_hsup/

Tom Scheinfeldt @foundhistory

A MONTH AGO

"How do you bring people together to share a meal when the food itself is deeply political?" #TriangleSCI

WILL CROSS @TCELES_B_HSUP

A MONTH AGO
A challenge: if we don’t eat the same food—if food itself is politicized—how can we come to the table? #TriangleSCI NPR.org/2017/02/02/512...

The goal of a story is not to convert, but to create a shared understanding.” #TriangleSCI

The goal of sharing food (stories) is not necessarily utter convergence & agreement, but rather making space for one another at the table. #TriangleSCI

in 10 min or so, please join us at #TriangleSCI for an open chat about storytelling, its possibilities & potential in scholarly communications. :) pic.twitter.com/pvogn52m23

The goal can be shared understanding, not erasure of difference. #trianglesci

Watch for this live chat & join virtually, wherever you are! #TriangleSCI twitter.com/bonstewart/sta...

About to have a live twitter discussion at #TriangleSCI Join us!

@bonstewart What is this #TriangleSCI of which you speak?
Victoria Holec
@VictoriaHolec
@SaraCopyLib Hi, I’m here for #TriangleSCI.
A MONTH AGO

Sara Benson
@SaraCopyLib
Join us in a few moments for live discussion on twitter #TriangleSCI
A MONTH AGO

Bonnie Stewart
@bonstewart
...once upon a time, you were invited to a storytelling in scholarship chat at the #TriangleSCI hashtag. OH WAIT IT STARTS NOW. :) say hi & let us know who you are & where you’re at, as they say in my part of the world. questions will open up in 2min.
A MONTH AGO

Victoria Holec
@VictoriaHolec
@bonstewart I’m interested in digital storytelling. Interdisciplinary scholar w focus on digital methods, youth, poststructuralism, qualitative methods. AB, Canada! Hi all! #TriangleSCI
A MONTH AGO

Sara Benson
@SaraCopyLib
“Cultures are defined by the stories that they don’t tell” #TriangleSCI
A MONTH AGO

Digital Storytelling group kicking off a conversation in the room and with the #TriangleSCI hashtag. Join us, won’t you? pic.twitter.com/lddDK0TWG
WILL CROSS @TCELES_B_YSGP A MONTH AGO

Dr. Jeana Jorgensen
@foxyfolklorist
"Cultures are defined not only by the stories that they tell, but also the stories that they don’t tell" - @bonstewart relaying a quote on her panel at #TriangleSCI
A MONTH AGO
Cultures are defined by the stories they tell AND don't tell. Let's look at academic culture meeting digital culture... #trianglesci

A MONTH AGO

Cultures defined not only by stories told, but those NOT told. Which higher ed stories are going untold? @bonstewart #TriangleSCI

A MONTH AGO

#TriangleSCI Storytelling in Scholarship chat QUESTION 1: We're talking storytelling/digital storytelling in higher ed. How do YOU see narrative & story in relation to scholarship? #TriangleSCI

A MONTH AGO

#TriangleSCI Digital Storytelling group poses two related questions: What stories do we tell? What stories do we "not" tell?

A MONTH AGO

Twitter has gone from “isn’t that what you had for lunch” to “isn’t that how you get fired” to “isn’t that where everybody is?” #TriangleSCI

A MONTH AGO

Our team's work is based on how best to publish non-textual cultural narratives #TriangleSCI

A MONTH AGO

@bonstewart I'm at publishing scholar here at #TriangleSCI. I'm interested in podcasting as a form of public-first scholarship that can record the experiential and dialogic dimensions of scholarly communication!

A MONTH AGO

#MedievalTwitter Our #TriangleSCI group also want to consider untold stories. What medieval-related stories do we need to start telling, or (re)telling differently? twitter.com/adstarkel/stat...

A MONTH AGO

Question: How do you see narrative/storytelling in relation to scholarship? #TriangleSCI

A MONTH AGO
@SaraCopyLib Question: narrative is essential to copyright scholarship—I tell stories about case-law daily! #TriangleSCI
A MONTH AGO

@trebelwrit "The goal should be a shared understanding, not an erasure of difference." -Joshua Sosin, talking about @storytellingkit at #TriangleSCI
A MONTH AGO

@tshultz0 #TriangleSCI Q2: I’m interested in telling the story of my research, not just the results.
A MONTH AGO

@SaraCopyLib Question: I try to amplify the stories of copyright librarians and scholars through my podcast ‘copyrightchat’ #TriangleSCI
A MONTH AGO

@TheMedievalDrK @bonstewart Historiography is the story of the field of history? #TriangleSCI
A MONTH AGO

@VictoriaHolec @SaraCopyLib A: to communicate as scholars, we have to be able to tell the story of our research. #TriangleSCI
A MONTH AGO

@greenharr Q1: Narrative and scholarly is how scholars and students can build connections between their research and audiences #TriangleSCI
A MONTH AGO

@mlgade At #TriangleSci, our group has looked at narrative & story as a mechanism for building empathy, understanding, trust of scholarship for broader publics frequently excluded from scholarly discourse
A MONTH AGO

@frgraver #TriangleSCI I work at a film school. Stories "are" the scholarship.
A MONTH AGO

@tceles_b_hsri Available here #TriangleSCI: library.illinois.edu/scp/copyright--
@bonstewart HI! I’m an #adjunct & #altac scholar also attending #TriangleSCI this year. I’m interested in storytelling because I’m a folklorist, but also because I’m a writer & artist, & I want to decolonize the academy as much as possible.

Storytelling attention to audience at the heart of our approach @hkpmcgregor #TriangleSCI pic.twitter.com/1dez1gP4yu

#TriangleSCI for me, story is immediate, participatory, and often agonistic or conflict-based...more like Twitter than an academic paper. sometimes there’s real value in bringing people in to the narrative you’re trying to build with research or academic work.

Framing Q by @hkpmcgregor & her team: How can multimedia scholarship reframe our work as storytelling for/with multiple audiences in the current information ecosystem? #TriangleSCI

Core principles: Acknowledging privilege & politics Ensuring accessibility & accountability Engaging many audiences/dialogues Practicing scholarship in/as process Fostering open scholarship Rethinking audiences & modes of address #TriangleSCI

@foxfolklorist i’m thinking a lot about decolonization in how we think & communicate too... #TriangleSCI

Core Principle for scholarly digital storytelling: “acknowledge privilege”--YES PLEASE! #TriangleSCI
Fredrik Graver
@fgraver
#TriangleSCI Sometimes the trick isn’t the storytelling. It’s exposing and sharing the mechanisms of how storytelling works.

Dr. Jeana Jorgensen
@foxyfolklorist
Final principle of the team: Moving toward P.I.E. (What is PIE, other than delicious? Participative - Interactive - Experiential) #TriangleSCI

Hannah McGregor
@hkmcgregor
At: At the heart of story is accessibility. It centres the audience/public to whom the story is speaking. Accessibility here includes platforms, media, language, & open-access of course. #TriangleSCI

Bonnie Stewart
@bonstewart
#TriangleSCI Storytelling in Scholarship chat QUESTION #2 Why is storytelling a word we keep hearing today? How can it foster public engagement with scholarship in new / meaningful ways? #TriangleSCI

Will Cross
@tecles_8_hsup
"Just because something is legally open and financially free doesn’t mean everyone has access."
#TriangleSCI

Dr. Jeana Jorgensen
@foxyfolklorist
@bonstewart Let’s decolonize our damn syllabi, for one thing (like assigning fewer dead/white/male authors). That was a major conversation happening at my discipline's main conference this year. #AFRAM17 #TriangleSCI

Dr. Jeana Jorgensen
@foxyfolklorist
Important reminder: just because a piece of scholarship is open/free doesn’t mean it's actually accessible. #TriangleSCI

Brandon W. Hawk
@b_hawk
So important: We need to engage many audiences & dialogues, ensure accessibility & accountability. We cannot silo, marginalize, or exclude. #TriangleSCI

Bonnie Stewart
@bonstewart
absolutely, the mechanisms are what interests me about the implications of storytelling for scholarship, different operates create different kinds of knowledge? #TriangleSCI twitter.com/fgraver/status...
Dr. Jeana Jorgensen
@foxyfolklorist
@bonstewart Honestly? I think stories are appealing in part because stating that we're doing storytelling is a way to prevent doing the activist/restructuring work that true listening/empathy would require. #TriangleSCI
A MONTH AGO

Camee Maddox
@camee_maddox
Q: Narrative, storytelling and scholarship allow students taking courses in anthropology to critically engage difficult concepts and challenge their own biases and prejudices #trianglessci
A MONTH AGO

Dr. Jeana Jorgensen
@foxyfolklorist
@bonstewart I'm reminded of Sara Ahmed's work on diversity, & how stating one is doing diversity work is often a means of avoiding actually DOING the work. #TriangleSCI
A MONTH AGO

Hannah McGregor
@hkpmcgregor
#TriangleSCI Storytelling in Scholarship chat A2: As both a maker & studier of podcasts, the "we are all storytellers" line tends to make me 🙃but I do think this language is doing important work esp re how stories help us make sense of the messiness of the world.
A MONTH AGO

Fredrik Graver
@fgraver
#TriangleSCI A2. Storytelling implies speaking more to the heart than the mind. Easier to engage and thus educate.
A MONTH AGO

Bonnie Stewart
@bonstewart
also decolonizing the forms of communication we privilege. the linear essay reflects a very abstracted print-based version of the world & of knowing. #TriangleSCI twitter.com/foxyfolklorist...
A MONTH AGO

Fredrik Graver
@fgraver
This! So very much this! #TriangleSCI twitter.com/foxyfolklorist...
A MONTH AGO

Victoria Holec
@VictoriaHolec
@bonstewart A2: I think because academia is more open to alternate forms of scholarship. Also, storytelling is not new. Indigenous peoples have always done it. #TriangleSCI
A MONTH AGO
The food theme continues with PI.E (participatory, interactive, experiential) at #TriangleSCI pic.twitter.com/mcPfEyaN0Y

@Hannah McGregor
@hkp McGregor
@bonstewart Love this AND ALSO I want settler scholars to remain cautious about appropriating storytelling. Remember it’s an embodied & culturally grounded practice & we need to do the work if we want to be storytellers. #TriangleSCI

@Dr. Jeana Jorgensen
@foxyfolklorist
@Victoria Hole @bonstewart Folklorist here. All cultures have storytelling genres, but the formats/contexts/meanings are different between cultures. #TriangleSCI

@Kate Bowles
@Kate MFD
@bonstewart Following along with #TriangleSCI after a semester of narrative practice and storywork with students.

@Franny Gaede
@mf gaede
This conception of PI.E (Participatory Interactive Experiential) parallels UOregon’s definition of teaching excellence: inclusive, engaged, and research-led #TriangleSCI

@Bonnie Stewart
@bonstewart
point. "storytelling" can be a shorthand signal used to distance from whatever has been labelled problematic, without actually digging into the problems or restructuring the reasons they exist. #TriangleSCI twitter.com/foxyfolklorist...

@Fredrik Graver
@f graver
#TriangleSCI In contemporary filmmaking, we talk about immersion in this context (among others). Stimulating the intellect though emotions. twitter.com/fgraver/status...
Bonnie Stewart @bonstewart
@KateMD welcome. thanks for dipping in. :) #TriangleSCI
A MONTH AGO

Will Cross @celes_8_hsup
@Jess_Sparkerman @TriangleSCI @storytellingkit And speaking of limitations based on platform: YouTube asked me to sign in for age verification before I could see the video. #TriangleSCI
A MONTH AGO

Dr. Jeana Jorgensen @foxyfolklorist
@bonstewart Yep. I’m working on a blog post right now called Stories Won’t Save Us. And I’m doing this as someone who obviously loves stories & has devoted a huge chunk of her life to studying them. #TriangleSCI
A MONTH AGO

Sara Benson @SaraCopyLib
Q3: challenges to academia with real-time sharing... wow, that’s a doozy of a question! #TriangleSCI
A MONTH AGO

Bonnie Stewart @bonstewart
#TriangleSCI Storytelling as Scholarship chat QUESTION #3: Digital storytelling as scholarship shifts the onus of scholarly communications to individuals, sharing in public in real time. What challenges does that pose to/for academia? #TriangleSCI
A MONTH AGO

Harriett Green @greenharr
A3: I think digital storytelling forces scholars to put themselves out there in new, vulnerable ways in order to break out of the standard modes of publishing #TriangleSCI
A MONTH AGO

Sara Benson @SaraCopyLib
Q3: one challenge is what constitutes scholarship in this modern era of immediate sharing? #TriangleSCI
A MONTH AGO

Brandon W. Hawk @bb_hawk
@bonstewart For me, #storytelling is about understanding people & cultures, especially (as a medievalist) in the past. Cultural currents manifest in stories in powerful ways. #TriangleSCI
A MONTH AGO

Kate Bowles @KateMFD
Hey hey #bcm311, check out and scroll back through #TriangleSCI for thoughts on narrative practice (you too @GivernyW), live chat now.
A MONTH AGO
Victoria Holec @VictoriaHolec
@bonstewart A3: the academy is slow. #digital media are fast. I think ownership of stories/data is a big challenge. How do you spread the word fast without having backup (ie slow publications)? #TriangleSCI

Bonnie Stewart @bonstewart
#TriangleSCI A3: shifting the onus of scholarly dissemination from systems to individuals, when work goes out quickly in the digital world, shifts risk as well.

Hannah McGregor @hkmcgregor
#TriangleSCI Storytelling as Scholarship chat A3: Doing your work in public is SCARY. Without even thinking about trolling & those kinds of risks, we have to acknowledge the protections traditional scholarly structures provide (for some) & what it means to give those up.

Liz Milewicz @LizMilewicz
@foxyfolklorist @bonstewart #TriangleSCI A3: can we respond honestly in the moment? Academia is measured, thoughtful, considerate (ideally); immediacy - engagement in the moment - can feel limited, exclusive, even inaccurate. But not engaging can be harmful, when what’s needed is a thoughtful perspective.

Chuck Pearson @ShorterPearson
@adstarkel @bonstewart ...maybe untold are the stories of those who are working in environments that are underresourced and understaffed; the stories are drowned by the busyness #TriangleSCI

Franny Gaede @mfgaede
A3: Onus, indeed! Finding space for this work in schedules packed with teaching, research, service and incentive structures that don't necessarily recognize the value #trianglesci

Fredrik Graver @fgraver
#TriangleSCI A3. Storytelling is both an art and a craft and needs to be learned. Are academics trained in how tell stories?

danielynds @danielynds
Hey #TriangleSCI - joining late, but looks like you’re all having fun. I’m Daniel - half teacher, half artist, half made cocoa - what can I say? I’m a big fella! I’m a huge fan/proponent of DS :) I work @WildcatTech as an Instructional Designer.

Chuck Pearson @ShorterPearson
@adstarkel @bonstewart (oh hai I torment @bonstewart on these chat things when I get the chance) #TriangleSCI
Dr. Jeana Jorgensen @foxyfolklorist
@LizMilewicz @bonstewart Agreed. I worry that our slower pace hinders us from engaging as political events unfold. Right The F**k Now. Our expertise is desperately needed, even if we might have to go back & revise later, even if we’re misquoted & have to clear up later. #TriangleSCI

A MONTH AGO

Victoria Holec @VictoriaHolec
@bkpmcgregor So true. Also: academia and accessibility are sometimes mutually exclusive. Interesting thought, having to juxtapose accessibility and vulnerability. #TriangleSci

A MONTH AGO

Bonnie Stewart @bonstewart
@VictoriaHolec this is why a robust professional network focused on shared conversations pushing the boundaries of a field can be so important. shifting narratives & blog comments can serve as forms of peer review. #TriangleSCI

A MONTH AGO

adstarkel @adstarkel
@ShorterPearson @bonstewart Yes! Or doing the necessary work that maybe isn’t flashy #trianglesci

A MONTH AGO

Nate Angell @xoloti
Or maybe storytelling is neither always this or that, but like any tool, is put to different uses in different social practices. #TriangleSCI twitter.com/bonstewart/sta...

A MONTH AGO

Brandon W. Hawk @bb_hawk
@bonstewart I keep coming back to problems of academia supporting this work institutionally: If it’s important, we need real, substantive support to do it. #TriangleSCI

A MONTH AGO

Camee Maddox @camee_maddox
Q3: one challenge is having our use of time and productivity questioned by those who will be making decisions about tenure and promotion based on peer-reviewed publications #trianglesci

A MONTH AGO

Bonnie Stewart @bonstewart
sing it. in an attention economy, labour realities silence many. #TriangleSCI twitter.com/ShorterPearson...

A MONTH AGO

Dr. Jeana Jorgensen @foxyfolklorist
@bkpmcgregor @bonstewart You got it. Among other things, I’ll be quoting my folklore colleague Amy Shuman, whose book Other People's Stories: Entitlement Claims & The Critique of Empathy is really wonderful. #TriangleSCI

A MONTH AGO
Bonnie Stewart @bonstewart

#TriangleSCI Storytelling as Scholarship chat QUESTION #4: What are the risks - to individuals and to higher ed - of emphasizing storytelling and public communications as a goal of scholarship? What kinds of literacies and safety nets are needed? #TriangleSCI

A MONTH AGO

Franny Gaede @mgaeede

A: This also comes back to discussion about platforms/forums to reach our desired audiences; we're potentially trading one big multinational corporate overlords for another, neither our best interests at heart #trianglesci

A MONTH AGO

danielynds @danielynds

@bonstewart #allthechallenges? (Did that answer win the #TriangleSCI chat? - do I get a prize?)

A MONTH AGO

Victoria Holec @VictoriaHolec

@b_hawk @bonstewart Often not within academic mandate, institutionally. Change is so slow! #triangleSCI

A MONTH AGO

hashkov @pyhashkov

#_trianglesci, our #_pt when you get innovating, Canada. I'm READY

A MONTH AGO

Camee Maddox @camee_maddox

I'm personally concerned about that question "shouldn't you be writing?" when brainstorming creative, publically engaging ways to disseminate my work #trianglesci

A MONTH AGO

Fredrik Graver @fgraver

#TriangleSCI I wonder about this. In our fine arts programmes, the faculty aren't trained in scholarship, they're trained to tell stories. twitter.com/fgraver/status...

A MONTH AGO

Victoria Holec @VictoriaHolec

@bonstewart Agreed. As both an emerging and interdisciplinary scholar, this is hard for me. #triangleSCI

A MONTH AGO

Brandon W. Hawk @bb_hawk

@bonstewart As discussed yesterday, we need real support from institutions (cultural, academic) for when those who don't like our stories attack us. #TriangleSCI

A MONTH AGO
Dr. Jeana Jorgensen
@foxfolklorist
@fghaver Most of us are not. Too much performance savvy runs the risk of not being taken seriously (same w/ too much attention to dress, fitness, makeup, embodiment). #TriangleSCI
A MONTH AGO

Bonnie Stewart
@bonstewart
many certainly aren’t, should we be? in digital spaces, those of us who have spent time here get immersive but sometimes very risky/consequential “training” #TriangleSCI twitter.com/fghaver/status...
A MONTH AGO

Harriett Green
@greenbarr
If they haven’t already, the Digital Storytelling team might benefit from talking with the @objectsobjects project team #TriangleSCI
A MONTH AGO

Hannah McGregor
@hpmcgregor
This! Imagining that Twitter is somehow a more ethical or equitable organization than the university is... absurd? We’re always working from positions of compromise and complexity. #TriangleSCI twitter.com/mgabece/status...
A MONTH AGO

Victoria Holec
@VictoriaHolec
@ShaneB@ddagan @bonstewart This may be the case, and I think we’re far from going anywhere. However, *these* conversations are so important, and insights into method, theory, etc come out of them. #triangleSCI
A MONTH AGO

Brandon W. Hawk
@buhawk
@bonstewart From a different perspective, we also need new ways of learning new ways of storytelling. We’ve been trained to write in certain academic modes & need to learn to write better for the public. #TriangleSCI
A MONTH AGO

Dr. Jeana Jorgensen
@foxfolklorist
@VictoriaHolec @LizMilewicz @bonstewart Very true. Bizarre, though, that digital footprint can have disastrous consequences for educators but not politicians. #TriangleSCI
A MONTH AGO

danielynds
@danielynds
@fghaver How/where do you see stories and scholarship intersecting? #TriangleSCI
A MONTH AGO

Bonnie Stewart
@bonstewart
@LizMilewicz @foxfolklorist interesting perspective. I often feel more honest in the moment...though I sometimes prefer asynchronous writing b/c the consequences of honesty & immediacy can be huge. #TriangleSCI
A MONTH AGO
The looming question of PRODUCTIVITY (and, of course, credit). #TriangleSCI

I've written about this hypocrisy, & my discomfort, here. insidehighered.com/advice/2017/08... #TriangleSCI

Q5: where are scholars using digital platforms well? #TriangleSCI

A5: I use youtube to produce short videos on sometimes complex copyright issues #TriangleSCI

Q4: the risk of public storytelling is harm to the unprepared listener. #TriangleSci

I work with stories & teaching storytellers - we take that work very seriously. I/twitter.com/bonstewart/ste...

Here's a link to my youtube page: youtube.com/channel/UCU_Gm... #TriangleSCI

That, and there are invisible/intangible aspects to academic labor. Not everything directly yields a product. We need time to browse library shelves, turn ideas over in our heads while taking care of our bodies (working out, preparing food), & so on. #TriangleSCI

agree. it's important we don't assume a binary. we've had one dominant mode of sharing & communicating, but i'd advocate for opening up to multiple modes, picking & choosing depending on content/audience. #TriangleSCI twitter.com/ShaneDuggan/s...
Liz Milewicz
@LizMilewicz
@foxyfolklorist @bonstewart #TriangleSCI academics cut their teeth (so to speak) through long
temporal conversations with texts, and through extended arguments with internal editors — much
of which remains forever hidden from others. But to speak these questions out loud?

A MONTH AGO

Bonnie Stewart
@bonstewart
#TriangleSCI Storytelling as Scholarship chat Question #5: What stories do you have of digital
media platforms being used to share effective stories of research? Of teaching? Who’s doing this
well? #TriangleSCI

A MONTH AGO

Victoria Holec
@VictoriaHolec
@bonstewart This also diminishes some of the elitism prevalent in academia. #accessibility
#triangleSCI

A MONTH AGO

Brandon W. Hawk
@b_hawk
YES. Let’s not abandon old modes of communicating if they still work for some communities.
Let’s add new modes. #TriangleSCI twitter.com/bonstewart/sta...

A MONTH AGO

Kate Bowles
@KateMD
@bonstewart Storytelling focuses on the teller. But the story has its own vector and energy, falls
where it falls. Preparing for the unknown listener is an ethical step. #TriangleSci

A MONTH AGO

Fredrik Graver
@fgraver
#TriangleSCI I love that academics are seeing the potential in storytelling, but want them to take
stories seriously too. 2/

A MONTH AGO

Victoria Holec
@VictoriaHolec
@bonstewart Ironically, I’ve found that the most hardcore academics are the worst storytellers.
Know your audience. Translate your research. #triangleSCI

A MONTH AGO

Bonnie Stewart
@bonstewart
AMEN. this is one of the hopes i have coming out of #TriangleSCI - a common call for
institutional & governmental policies providing safety nets & support
twitter.com/b_hawk/status/...

A MONTH AGO

Liz Milewicz
@LizMilewicz
@foxyfolklorist @bonstewart #TriangleSCI maybe what is needed is questioning out loud—
sharing more of the doubt that, for better and not merely worse, slows down the instinctive
reaction and raises more questions.

A MONTH AGO
@saverlinda is a fabulous example of anthropologists using digital media platforms to share stories of research, teaching and pedagogy #trianglesci twitter.com/bonstewart/sta...
A MONTH AGO

Fredrik Graver
@frgraver
#TriangleSCI Most filmmakers can’t do formal scholarship; are stories easier? Less rules, but perhaps more subtle? I honestly don’t know 3/3
A MONTH AGO

Harriett Green
@greenharr
A3: Crowdsourcing digital projects such as Zooniverse can be successful in engaging broad audiences and enabling people to visibly contribute to the research zooniverse.org/projects #TriangleSCI
A MONTH AGO

Victoria Holec
@VictoriaHolec
@LizMilewicz @foxyfolklorist @bonstewart This would do a lot to break down perceived walls of access. Scholars are humans too. “Questioning our loud” is not done enough. I don’t know why - are we afraid to ask? #trianglesci
A MONTH AGO

Dr. Jeana Jorgensen
@foxyfolklorist
@bonstewart @LizMilewicz Agreed. But I think this ties in to the larger questions of how we can better humanize academics, so that our research can be better & more broadly understood. Maybe sometimes it helps us to be seen as people, prone to fits of pique just like anyone else. #TriangleSCI
A MONTH AGO

Kate Bowles
@KateMFD
@bonstewart Narrative work in teaching and student research brings astonishment, joy, risk and hurt all into the room. Life/changing. But hard on all. #bcm311 #TriangleSci
A MONTH AGO

Jessica Sparks
@Jess_Sparkerman
@TriangleSCI How do we differentiate serious scholars who are doing multimedia work from hobbyists and un-assessed work? Esp. on Twitter, where a person could be trying to cause chaos, not educate??
A MONTH AGO

Brandon W. Hawk
@bb_hawk
Considering learning to write for the public (better), here are some resources I’ve found helpful: brandonhawk.net/2017/05/02/pub... #TriangleSCI
A MONTH AGO

Liz Milewicz
@LizMilewicz
@foxyfolklorist @bonstewart #TriangleSCI This SCI team is modeling, through their prompts, a more open approach to tweeting, which opens a door to the possibilities without asserting a particular view. Maybe the Socratic approach is a viable strategy for navigating Twitter storms...
@VictoriaHolec @LizMilewicz @bonstewart I think we're afraid to be seen as anything less than experts, even as we learn to disclaim our own authority (e.g. "Well, I'm not a total expert in this area, I only took a few grad seminars on it & published an encyclopedia article about it, but...") #TriangleSCI

@VictoriaHolec @LizMilewicz @foxyfolklorist I think the culture of conventional scholarship has trained us not to question aloud, unless it's at the end of a presentation & we're dragging out our "comment disguised as a question" to grandstand. #TriangleSCI pic.twitter.com/yaG8vGCoU

adstarkel
@adstarkel
Love the idea of acknowledging scholars who have been engaging the public for years about their work (without credit) 👨‍🏫❤️#TriangleSCI

Bonnie Stewart
@bonstewart
@KateMiD as in emotionally exhausting? we're talking about exhaustion in the room right now #TriangleSCI

Brandon W. Hawk
@bb_hawk
Here are a few other posts about public writing that I've written: brandonwhawk.net/category/publi... #TriangleSCI

Kate Bowles
@KateMiD
@bonstewart To invite a human story to be told in teaching, you have to check yourself over and over, check privilege, check pockets, check everything. #trianglesci #bcn311

Fredrik Graver
@fgraver
@daniellynds #TriangleSCI I don't know. They do intersect (in sometimes surprising) ways.
Will Cross @tceles_8_hsop

"Borders between research & teaching are/should be porous." I have been really inspired by the way #DER unites these practices #TriangleSCI

A MONTH AGO

Harriett Green @greenharr

I’ve admired this essay by @tressiemcpht that ably grapples with the complexity of public scholarship: adanewmedia.org/2015/04/issue7... #TriangleSCI

A MONTH AGO

Bonnie Stewart @bonstewart

#TriangleSCI Storytelling as Scholarship chat QUESTION #6: What frameworks can we work towards for assessing, rewarding, and protecting public storytelling & open scholarship practices within higher ed? #TriangleSCI

A MONTH AGO

Victoria Holec @VictoriaHolec

@bonstewart @KateMD I can see that. It is exhausting and difficult work. Storytelling is not trivial. And when something goes wrong, it can have detrimental consequences. This links back to the vulnerability conversation. #triangleSCI

A MONTH AGO

Kate Bowles @KateMD

@bonstewart It’s the exhaustion that comes with concentrated attention to the reality of others. Listening is real labour, tough work. You have to back up, do over. We have maybe lost skills for this. #TriangleSCI

A MONTH AGO

Will Cross @tceles_8_hsop

Adding #TriangleSCI twitter.com/eligerman/stat...

A MONTH AGO

Fredrik Graver @fgraver

#TriangleSCI Very true. twitter.com/b_hawk/status/...

A MONTH AGO

Franny Gaede @fgaede

@VictoriaHolec @LizMilewicz @foxyfolklorist @bonstewart This kind of transparency and openness can also help build trustcombat mistrust by putting a human face on scholarly work, sharing familiar, maybe even universal experiences #TriangleSCI

A MONTH AGO

Bonnie Stewart @bonstewart

#TriangleSCI suggestion from the room for honouring/protecting open & public storytelling/scholarship work: NEW CV LINE. “networks.”

A MONTH AGO
Boundaries between research and pedagogy are so porous! Better to not distinguish and draw that line? @hkpmgregor #TriangleSCI

Brandon W. Hawk
@bb_hawk
@bonstewart .@asfithk suggests using "networks" as new CV line for institutional credit. Don’t force public engagement into other areas, use it to highlight it. #TriangleSCI

Liz Milewicz
@LizMilewicz
Q6: How do we assess, reward, and protect public storytelling and open scholarship practices in higher education? #TriangleSCI

Ashley
@Librarian88
Rewarding open access scholarship in promotion and tenure: Driving institutional change crln.acrl.org/index.php/crln... #trianglesci

Victoria Holec
@VictoriaHolec
@nfgaede @LizMilewicz @foxyfolklorist @bonstewart Yes. My colleague @erin_e_spring helped her personal story in her class. Students were perplexed, not used to seeing pros as humans. I think this goes a long way in building trust. #triangleSCI

Jackie Turner
@rebelwrit
Important question, especially with the way digital trends are heading #TriangleSCI twitter.com/jessa_sparke... #triangleSCI

Victoria Holec
@VictoriaHolec
@LizMilewicz A6: This is a tough question, because I think some of this needs to come top-down from higher levels. Other than that, stepping up for each other. #triangleSCI

Kate Bowles
@KateMFD
@bonstewart Sometimes I don’t think we say enough about power, especially in interrogating others to share their stories, in research and teaching. We need to care for the story that wants to stay untold. #TriangleSci

Fredrik Graver
@fgraver
#TriangleSCI In Norway/Europe, scholars are rewarded/promoted only for publishing in scholarly journals. That needs to change ASAP twitter.com/bonstewart/sta...
Dr. Jeana Jorgensen
@foxyfolklorist
@VictoriaHolec @mfgaede @LizMilewicz @bonstewart @erin_e_spring It’s also important when considering which stories to share in classroom to recall that students are a captive audience; we need to have good/ethical boundaries & not overshare, because they HAVE to be in class. #TriangleSCI
A MONTH AGO

adstarkel
@adstarkel
@h_hawk @bonstewart THIS is what I hope our project will address. Right team? @mfgaede @foxyfolklorist @Librarian88 @Jess_Sparkerman @tschultz #TriangleSci
A MONTH AGO

Victoria Holec
@VictoriaHolec
@foxyfolklorist @mfgaede @LizMilewicz @bonstewart @erin_e_spring Absolutely. In this example, it was not oversharing. Just connecting theory of place-based identity to actual places in lives experience. #triangle8Sci
A MONTH AGO

Brandon W. Hawk
@bb_hawk
@adstarkel reminds us that tenured folks need to lead. They can leverage their privilege to help others. #TriangleSCI
A MONTH AGO

Matt Ruen
@winterking07
@LizMilewicz A6: expand what we mean by impact & value. Not just citations, but downloads, discussions, altmetrics, accessibility. T&P systems should ask how can/does your work shape the world, enable new knowledge creation, empower people? #TriangleSCI
A MONTH AGO

Bonnie Stewart
@bonstewart
cannot emphasize this enough. #TriangleSCI twitter.com/KateMfD/status...
A MONTH AGO

Brandon W. Hawk
@bb_hawk
@adstarkel @bonstewart @mfgaede @foxyfolklorist @Librarian88 @Jess_Sparkerman @tschultz YES, I hope so too! Can’t wait to see your project. #TriangleSCI
A MONTH AGO

Jessica Sparks
@Jess_Sparkerman
@adstarkel @TriangleSCI @h_hawk @bonstewart @mfgaede @foxyfolklorist @Librarian88 @tschultz Maybe we need to create rubrics for assessment of these types of work??
A MONTH AGO

Bonnie Stewart
@bonstewart
@greenshr @tressiemcphd Tressie has paved a huge road toward public scholarship for (& alongside, in support of) many many of us. even while precarious. props & thanks, T. #TriangleSCI
A MONTH AGO
Dr. Jeana Jorgensen
@foxyfolklorist

@KateMD @bonstewart Agreed. It can feel uncomfortably vulnerable to be exposed as having a stigmatized identity, even when sharing one's story contributes to a greater good. I've been there. #TriangleSCI

A MONTH AGO

Dr. Jeana Jorgensen
@foxyfolklorist

Hey y'all, listen up. Awareness of power differentials is essential to ethical handling of stories. #TriangleSCI

A MONTH AGO

Victoria Holec
@VictoriaHolec

@KateMD @foxyfolklorist @mfgaede @LizMilewicz @bonstewart @erin_e_spring @lizmorrish Also a conversation about confidentiality/privacy. Protect your students', but also protect yours. #triangleSCI

A MONTH AGO

Harriett Green
@greenharr

@digrigar on how to "pedigree the objects we make" - not everything digital counts for tenurable research work in DH, how can we help deans and faculty colleagues assess #TriangleSCI

A MONTH AGO

Sundi Richard
@sundi

A great live chat happening right now. #TriangleSCI (and with 280 characters) twitter.com/bonstewart/sta...

A MONTH AGO

Brandon W. Hawk
@b_hawk

@foxyfolklorist @KateMD @bonstewart This is why we’ve highlighted the term “untold” in our project title. #TriangleSCI

A MONTH AGO

Bonnie Stewart
@bonstewart

"the reality of others." one of the hopes i have for valuing storytelling forms & open, digital commons as part of scholarship is the potential for opening academic thought TO "the reality of others." idealistic, admittedly. but still. #TriangleSCI twitter.com/KateMD/status...

A MONTH AGO

Dr. Jeana Jorgensen
@foxyfolklorist

@VictoriaHolec @KateMD @mfgaede @LizMilewicz @bonstewart @erin_e_spring @lizmorrish I always have that convo with my students at start of every semester, in the "rules for discussion" that we agree to abide by in order to facilitate a civil classroom environment. #TriangleSCI

A MONTH AGO

Brandon W. Hawk
@b_hawk

@Jess_Sparkman @adstarkel @TriangleSCI @bonstewart @mfgaede @foxyfolklorist @Librarian88 @tschultzlo Some scholarly associations have already developed some of these assessment rubrics. Worth looking into. #TriangleSCI

A MONTH AGO
Liz Milewicz
@LizMilewicz
Great question: where do I put SCI on my cv? How does it count as part of my scholarly work? #TriangleSCI
A MONTH AGO

Will Cross
@bceles_b_hup
Major question for all participants past & present: How do you describe/value @TriangleSCI experience on your CV, report, etc.? #TriangleSCI
A MONTH AGO

Bonnie Stewart
@bonstewart
@b_hawk @Jess_Sparkerman @adstarkel @TriangleSCI @mfgaede @foxyfoolker @Librarian88 @tschultz can anybody share links? #TriangleSCI
A MONTH AGO

Victoria Holec
@VictoriaHolec
@KateMD @bonstewart I just edited a collection w @acmack that dealt with this type of refusal. Necessary to acknowledge, and not think “we” in power are facilitators of others’ stories to be told at all times. #triangleSCI
A MONTH AGO

Brandon W. Hawk
@b_hawk
@bonstewart @Jess_Sparkerman @adstarkel @TriangleSCI @mfgaede @foxyfoolker @Librarian88 @tschultz Not a rubric really, but check out the MLA's Guidelines for Evaluating Work in Digital Humanities and Digital Media: mla.org/About-Us/Gover... #TriangleSCI
A MONTH AGO

Kate Bowles
@KateMD
@cogdog @bonstewart I tend to say "narrative practice" to bring teller, story, and listeners into the same form. But also storywork. All parts are working together. #TriangleSci
A MONTH AGO

Bonnie Stewart
@bonstewart
oohh. as an academic/digital practice, i really like this. less appropriative & more open to new interpretations? #TriangleSCI twitter.com/cogdog/status/...
A MONTH AGO

Kate Bowles
@KateMD
@cogdog @bonstewart Sane form has a charm, also ... but truly, same. #TriangleSci
A MONTH AGO

Franny Gaede
@mfgaede
@bonstewart @b_hawk @Jess_Sparkerman @adstarkel @TriangleSCI @foxyfoolker @Librarian88 @tschultz Something @HuMetricsHSS worked on at an earlier #TriangleSCI: humetricshss.org/humetrics-vala...
A MONTH AGO
Brandon W. Hawk
@b_hawk
Who has links for assessment rubrics from institutions & scholarly organizations? #TriangleSCI
twitter.com/Jess_Sparkerman...

Matt Ruen
@winterking07
Related: student panel at #OpenEd17 highlighted idea of #OER as way for instructors to show & share their passion for the subject. Visible enthusiasm >> more engaged students >> more effective teaching. #TriangleSCI twitter.com/mfgaede/status...

Kate Bowles
@KateMD
@VictoriaHolec @bonstewart @acmack Oral historian Alessandro Portelli has a beautiful fieldwork story about this, when stories are withheld from the researcher. When stories wait. #TriangleSCI

Victoria Holec
@VictoriaHolec
@mfgaede @bonstewart @b_hawk @Jess_Sparkerman @adstarkel @TriangleSCI @foxyfolklorist @Librarian88 @tschultz @HuMetricsHSS This is so important!

Kate Bowles
@KateMD
@ShaneBDaggen @bonstewart Yes. Especially digital stories shared in public: the Internet tends not to forget. #TriangleSci

Fredrik Graver
@fgraver
@KateMD @cogdog @bonstewart #TriangleSCI I like sane form… And interesting reflections on the words. In my practice I focus on the ones who will become tellers. 1/2

Victoria Holec
@VictoriaHolec
@KateMD @bonstewart @acmack Love it. Going to look that up. That’s what happened for two of our authors also. Power was deconstructed through #youth #refusal. Amazing. #triangleSCI

Matt Ruen
@winterking07
@bonstewart Related hi! I'm not at #TriangleSCI, merely watching with interest (& envy!) from a distance. A #scholcomm librarian in MI, fascinated by storytelling in scholarship & in everything else!

Bonnie Stewart
@bonstewart
thanks, everybody, for joining in the #TriangleSCI Storytelling as Scholarship chat. lots to think our way through in terms of changing norms & forms of comms. thanks for thinking with us. NOW...let’s go push for institutional policies protecting open public scholars. :)

A MONTH AGO
A MONTH AGO
A MONTH AGO
A MONTH AGO
A MONTH AGO
A MONTH AGO
A MONTH AGO
A MONTH AGO
A MONTH AGO
A MONTH AGO
A MONTH AGO
A MONTH AGO
Fredrik Graver @fgraver
@KateMD @cogdog @bonstewart #TriangleSCI ...but the tellers must know who they are making stories for. Filmmaking has been one-way communication. That too is changing 2/2
A MONTH AGO

Bonnie Stewart @bonstewart @winterking07 thanks for popping in & saying hi! #TriangleSCI
A MONTH AGO

Victoria Holec @VictoriaHolec @bonstewart Thanks for this, lots to work through from here. Thanks to you, @foxyfolklorist, & @KateMD for great discussions. triangleSCI
A MONTH AGO

Kate Bowles @KateMD @fgraver @cogdog @bonstewart I realise reading this @fgraver that in my practice I focus more on the craft of listening. I hadn't seen that before. Thank you. triangleSCI
A MONTH AGO

Fredrik Graver @fgraver Stumbling across #TriangleSCI was a much-needed respite for me. Thank you @bonstewart and all the participants.
A MONTH AGO

Kate Bowles @KateMD @fgraver @cogdog @bonstewart Side note: academia has no metrics for listening. We literally do not value it. Thanks for this time @bonstewart #trianglesci. Good thinking.
A MONTH AGO

Matt Ruen @winterking07 @b_hawk Check out @juancommander’s (+ other #OpenCon alumni) project to gather/analyze academic assessment documents: scholommlab.ca/research/rpt-p... #TriangleSCI
A MONTH AGO

Bonnie Stewart @bonstewart #TriangleSCI twitter.com/natpendergast/...
A MONTH AGO

Victoria Holec @VictoriaHolec ICYMI: definitely check out the #triangleSCI hashtag today. #storytelling #academia #phdlife twitter.com/bonstewart/sta...
A MONTH AGO
Dr. Jeana Jorgensen @foxyfolklorist
@fgraver @KateMJD @cogdog @bonstewart This is part of why I'm a folklorist. Folklore is an emergent performance where anyone in audience can also be a content sharer/creator. It's not unidirectional cultural creation/transmission. #TriangleSCI

Magdalena D @MaggyTheBrave
The ongoing #TriangleSCI conversation around storytelling and public scholarship has been rich with connections and ideas, like so: twitter.com/b_hawk/status/...

Bonnie Stewart @bonstewart
@natpendergast thanks for being part of it, Natalie! #TriangleSCI

Dr. Jeana Jorgensen @foxyfolklorist
@natpendergast @VictoriaHolec @bonstewart Storytelling, the act, is universal. No one story text, plot, or genre is universal, however, I fear that sometimes people lose sight of this and wind up asserting essentialist claims about humanity. #TriangleSCI

Dr. Jeana Jorgensen @foxyfolklorist
@acmack We are sadly stalled on this project, as it's not the main product we were anticipating creating. Clearly something like it is necessary, though. #TriangleSCI

First plot of our project storytellingkitchen today at #TriangleSCI... instagran.com/p/BbP8wmkFFONh/... MARIE PERSSON @MARIEPERSSON ... A MONTH AGO

Dene Grigar @dgrigar
I recommend participating in this great event #TriangleSCI twitter.com/TriangleSCI/st...
SchoolComm Institute
@TriangleSCI
@fgraver @bonstewart! In January we’ll announce the RFP for next year’s SCI, to be held in Oct 2018. Keep an eye on @TriangleSCI & trianglesci.org if you’re interested in participating!

A MONTH AGO

Checking out the west campus library at Duke U... Wow! ![triangleSCI pic.twitter.com/KmcUteVQeU](https://twitter.com/KmcUteVQeU)

A MONTH AGO

Ashley
@LibrarianBB
Passed the Duke Lemur Center - home of Zoboomafoo! - en route to Duke University!
#TriangleSCI

A MONTH AGO

A need to tell and hear stories is essential to the species Homo sapiens—second in necessity apparently after nourishment and before love and shelter.

Reynolds Price, *from A Palpable God*

A MONTH AGO

Patheos Nonreligious
@PatheosNonrelig
@foxyfolklorist: #TriangleSCI 2017 Day 2 ow.ly/PJYN3of4yJF

A MONTH AGO
Hey #TriangleSci @INKEproject hosts a “Beyond Open” conf in Victoria BC Jan 10. Come chat w/ me if you want info inke.ca/projects/victo...

Our little #TriangleSCI hashtag was trending yesterday (yay!) and now we're getting spam ads using the hashtag (less yay). pic.twitter.com/S2QeUP9Vyj

Final day of #TriangleSCI & my team is nerding out about scholarly communication journals...for reasons to be announced shortly!

Hard to believe it's already the final day of #TriangleSCI. I'm going to hold onto this name badge as a momento of this amazing experience pic.twitter.com/FkDx2ifTd1

Love this title. I look forward to seeing what comes out of #TriangleSCI #DigPINS Digital Scholarship twitter.com/Librarian88/st...
Yes, I am just retweeting the #TriangleSCI hashtag. You should follow it if those things seems interesting!

What Cameron says - I’ve read loads of interesting stuff there these last days - it’s from a meeting of six teams of scholars working on craft projects for promoting scholarly communication. Here’s @foxyfolklorist’s overview of day 1 pathos.com/blogs/foxyfolk… twitter.com/CameronNeylon/…

Storify thread from #TriangleSCI is here storify.com/TriangleSCI/tr... if you want to catch up on highlights from the past few days. twitter.com/CameronNeylon/…

The last furious rush of discussion before final lightning talk at #TriangleSci pic.twitter.com/SvfMlUntqY
Kicking off lightning talks with Brian Sturm discussing design that recognizes fears, naysayers, and skeptics. #TriangleSCI pic.twitter.com/TL5S4H5xKW

Will Cross @tceles_B_hsup A MONTH AGO

Lightning talks begin on the final day of #TriangleSCI pic.twitter.com/FTTN0U8lyc

SCHOOLCOMM INSTITUTE @TRIANGLESCI A MONTH AGO

Will Cross @tceles_B_hsup

Diverse approaches give all storytellers models to follow. Help avoid "I'm not [male, from x culture, etc.] so I can't do this." #TriangleSCI

A MONTH AGO

Dr. Jeana Jorgensen @foxfolklorist

Listening to the medieval group describing their project, spurred by the use of medieval images/history to promote violence in the U.S. & elsewhere. I'm SO in (not a medievalist, but my work's adjacent & there's a case to be made for folklore involvement) #TriangleSCI

A MONTH AGO

Dr. Jeana Jorgensen @foxfolklorist

Medieval group seeks to get community engagement from other academics, reenactors, hobbyists, & so on. Reminding us that stories are not just narratives; they enact practices, ideologies, make things real in the world. #TriangleSCI

A MONTH AGO
Medieval group on changing online dialogue on middle ages from political capture by hate groups to welcoming, playful discussion for scholars and popular enthusiasts. #TriangleSCI pic.twitter.com/GksvK6AaF

WILL CROSS @TCELES_B_HSUP · A MONTH AGO

GVSU Libraries
@gvuilib

One of our colleagues spent this week innovating & collaborating around scholarly storytelling at #TriangleSCI. Looking forward to the insights you bring back to @GVSU! twitter.com/Librarian88/st...

A MONTH AGO

GVSU Libraries
@gvuilib

Fantastic discussions on the role(s) of storytelling in scholarly practice this week at #TriangleSCI. (@Librarian88 is there representing @GVSU & the Libraries!) twitter.com/TriangleSCI/st...

A MONTH AGO

"Activated complex" energy from the multimedia scholarship team #TriangleSCI pic.twitter.com/nExqt1yp3

WILL CROSS @TCELES_B_HSUP · A MONTH AGO
"SCI is method" Check out this cool website on digital storytelling! dtc-wsu.org/trianglesci/
#TriangleSCI

Kathleen E. Kennedy
@TheMedievalDrK

#TriangleSCI ends w/stories as vectors! Yes!

Brandon W. Hawk
@bb_hawk

It's pretty exciting to see all of the final wrap-up pitches from teams at #triangleSCI!

Storytelling Kitchen team discussing food and stories with a word cloud from recipes shared by participants at #TriangleSCI
pic.twitter.com/AgLp8kHbab
https://t.co/AgLp8kHbab

Three story courses with the Storytelling Kitchen team #TriangleSci
pic.twitter.com/DYBqFlqxwl
Hey #FolkloreThursday, check out the hashtag #TriangleSCI for a scholarly communications conference with a storytelling theme! I'm one of three folklorists in attendance & we're inserting folklore content every chance we get!

The food team, Storytelling Kitchen, has some neat plans to get communities to gather over meals, share stories, & investigate values as well as environmental & sustainability issues. #TriangleSCI

Traditional cultural expressions team presenting a roadmap for ethically aware practice #TriangleSCI pic.twitter.com/4YydTxxdkP

I'll be honest, I was on the struggle bus yesterday, pretty hard. Not enough sleep, low energy, allergies, etc. I worried that I wasn't contributing enough to my team. But as we're about to sum up our process, I'm feeling good about this entire week. We did good! #TriangleSCI
Great comment from the team on the new vocabularies we all gain from #TriangleSCI experience. pic.twitter.com/754yea2XgiU

WILL CROSS @TCLELES_HSUP · A MONTH AGO

Storytelling in a Time of Mistrust team discussing stories as tools to make connections and build empathy. #TriangleSCI pic.twitter.com/GUjwysnKf

WILL CROSS @TCLELES_HSUP · A MONTH AGO

Dene Grigar @dgrigar

Watching the lightning rounds of #TriangleSCI teams & loving the way all of the work has come together this week. Congrats, colleagues!

A MONTH AGO
Questions about credit, safety, and models are central to this team’s work and run through every project at #TriangleSCI so next steps are exciting. pic.twitter.com/mnwi5izs6G

@WILL_CROSS - A MONTH AGO

@cameronneylon
Watching #TriangleSCI while cutting together a #FSCI Trailer. there are some very good parts of my job...

A MONTH AGO

@paoloman concludes this year's #TriangleSCI. I say a big "WOW!!" about my experience here. Thanks to everyone and so happy to have met y'all! #sicomm #forskom #storytelling #food4thought pic.twitter.com/0UZSNc4VXXf

ANNELI_SUNDIN - A MONTH AGO

@dgrigar
Here's the URL for our team's project. I'm still tweaking pages, but the gist of it is up now. dcl-wsuv.org/trianglesci17/ #TriangleSCI

A MONTH AGO

@willeesb - A MONTH AGO

Reminder from @paoloman that this is the start, not the end of our projects. #TriangleSCI
Dr. Jeana Jorgensen
@foxfolklorist
One of the team projects from #TriangleSCI already has a website up and running! Check it out here: dkc-wsuw.org/trianglessci7/
A MONTH AGO

Hannah McGregor
@hkpmcgregor
This is what I’ve been doing this week. #TriangleSCI #publishing #digped #dh twitter.com/foxfolklorist...
A MONTH AGO

Dene Grigar
@dgriar
Thank you for inviting us to this wonderful event. #TriangleSCI
A MONTH AGO

Dr. Jeana Jorgensen
@foxfolklorist
Excellent point by @hkpmcgregor about the lack of diversity at #TriangleSCI & how we can all make sure to spread info abt the conv to people we think should be included: power is spread in part thru personal connections.
A MONTH AGO

Anton Zuiker
@mistensugar
Kudos to all the #TriangleSCI participants & organizers on smart, thoughtful exploration of storytelling + scholarship
A MONTH AGO

Always inspiring to hear project proposals from #TriangleSCI pic.twitter.com/4o0Cyww9?
JOE WILLIAMS @JOEWILLIAMS · A MONTH AGO
Thanks to everyone for an amazing 2017 #TriangleSCI pic.twitter.com/MfhOHzZhv7I

@TCELES_B_HSUP · A MONTH AGO

So hard to get work done with so many hashtags to follow this week: #TriangleSCI, #CHS17, #OpenCon...

@grumpator · A MONTH AGO

back on a train. thanks, #TriangleSCI for a week that got me thinking about everything from food sustainability to medievalist narrative cultural strategies - plus scholarly communications - with new people. always cool to suddenly fall into a whole new network. appreciated.

@bonstewart · A MONTH AGO

"being literate in a hashtag world involves recognizing that media are now experiential, full stop." still thinking through my #Antigonish2 / #TriangleSCI train epiphany. hatching plans for experiential exploration. antigonish2.com/media-literaci... pic.twitter.com/ftScxXpVgj

@BONSTEWART · A MONTH AGO
Kathleen E. Kennedy
@TheMedievalDrK

Well, #medievaltwitter, I think @b_hawk @stephenmyeager, Dan and I upheld the honor of the field pretty well among all the modernists at #TriangleSCI!

Paolo Mangiafico
@paoloman

Thanks to everybody at #TriangleSCI for making this such a great week! Loved getting to know you all, and learned so much. I hope we'll stay in touch and share a meal, ideas, and stories again soon.

Paolo Mangiafico
@paoloman

Thanks especially to @MellonFdn for making #TriangleSCI possible, and to colleagues at @DukeU @NCCU @NCState @UNC and @TriangleSCI advisory board for bringing everyone together to host trianglesci.org here in the @TriangleRegion